LPGNMF: Predicting Long Non-coding RNA and Protein Interaction Using Graph Regularized Nonnegative Matrix Factorization.
Long non-coding RNAs (lncRNA) play crucial roles in a variety of biological processes and complex diseases. Massive studies have indicated that lncRNAs interact with related proteins to exert regulation of cellular biological processes. Due to it is time-consuming and expensive to determine lncRNA-protein interaction by experiment, more accurate predictions of interaction by computational methods are imperative. We propose a novel computational approach, predicting lncRNA-protein interaction using graph regularized nonnegative matrix factorization (LPGNMF), to discover unobserved lncRNA-protein association. Firstly, we calculate lncRNA similarity and protein similarity by integrating the lncRNA expression information and gene ontology information. Subsequently, we utilize graph regularized nonnegative matrix factorization framework to predict potential interactions for all lncRNA simultaneously. In the cross validation test, LPGNMF achieves an AUC of 85.2%, higher than those of other compared methods. In addition, novel lncRNA-protein interactions detected by LPGNMF are validated by literatures or database. The results indicate that our method is effective to discover potential lncRNA-protein interaction.